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Consider a finite or infinite dimensional space X with a diffusion having an 
invariant measure n. A typical example is the Wiener space with the 
Omstein-Uhlenbeck process. Another example is the heat process on the Wiener 
space. To a nondegenerated map g from X into a finite dimensional manifold V, we 
associate the following invariants: 
(1) a Riemannian metric on V; 
(2) a vector tield Z on V. 
Then the image g, n of the measure n through the map g will have a density k with 
respect to the Riemannian volume. For k, the relation Z = V log k will hold. The 
projected infinitesimal generator will be equal to the sum A + ZV, where A is the 
riemannian Laplacian on the manifold V. This result applied to the heat equation 
on X yields a non-autonomous parabolic equation which gives the law g* n. The 
second order operator involved in this parabolic equation is strictly elliptic. The 
method reduces the study of a hypoelliptic operator to that of a non-autonomous 
elliptic one. 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
Contents. 
0. Notations and elementary results for infinite dimensional Ornstein-tihlenbeck 
processes and heat processes. 
1. Regular mappings of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeek process. 1.1. Projection on Iw” of the 
infinitesimal generator. 1.2. Projection of the infinitesimal generator through a 
regular map with values in a manifold. 1.3. Projected processes. 
2. Mappings of the heat process. 2.1. Projection of the heat operator. 2.2, Examples. 
3. Appendixes 3. 3.1. A Markov chain. The collapsing of states. 3.2. The’brnstein- 
uhlenbeck operator on a finite codimensional manifold and its projection oh R”. 
0. NOTATIONS’ AND ELEMENTARY RESULTS FOR INFINITE DIMENSIONAL 
ORNSTEIN-~HLENBECK PR~~ESSIS AND HEAT PROCESSES 
We denote by X the Wiener measure space consisting of the continuous 
functions from [0, l] to R” which vanish at zero. 
’ See Cl] for notations and additional references. 
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On A’, we consider the process 
zJW)=,h ~GoW+fi 
sin km 
f G/c(f) -j-g > 
k=l 1 (0.1) 
where G,, n b 0 are independent and satisfy Ito’s stochastic differential 
equations 
dG,( t) = db;k - 1Gk dt (O-2) 
with G,(O) = a E IV’, k = 0, . . . . n, and b: independent R” valued Brownian 
motions. If A = 0, the process z,(t) is the heat process on X [ 14 (3)], and 
its distribution P,(x, dy) when z,(O) = x E X is given by 
(0.3) 
where p is the Wiener measure on X. If A# 0, the process z:(t) is an 
Ornstein-iihlenbeck process on X [ 14 (l)]. 
Its distribution pf(x, dy) is given by 
j f(Y) pfb, dy) = ~,Cf(d,(~))l= j f (xc”’ + (’ -~~“‘)“* Y) 4G). 
(0.4) 
We have 
lim pfk dy) = P,(x, &I 
i - 0 (0.5) 
and the stochastic differential on X 
dz;( t) = dz,( t) - lz;( t) dr. (0.6) 
On the Cameron-Martin H of functions of X, differentiable almost 
everywhere with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [0, I] and such that 
sk l/z’/* dt= lhlL< +co, the scalar product is given by 
(h/I),= i j’h:l/dth=(h, ,..., h,) and I=(/, ,..., I,). 
i-1 O 
On A’, define the Ornstein-fihlenbeck 9 
9z.d = -(n/2) u (0.7) 
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for u E L’(X, ,u) in the polynomial chaos of degree n [20]. We have 
Lz= -(+w (0.8) 
where V is the gradient on “H&(X, p) and 6 its dual (see [ 11); 6 is such 
that, for f and g E %&(X, p), 
j Nflvg), 4 = [ (Wf) g 4. (0.9) 
The process z:(t) (A = i) has 9 for infinitesimal generator and leaves 
invariant the Wiener measure ,u [ 14 (l), p. 2051. 
When II # 0, a change of variables leads to the case I = f. 
In the following, we shall study the cases 1= i for the Ornstein- 
ffhlenbeck process and A = 0 for the heat process on X. 
A map g= kl, . . . . g,): X-r R” is said to be non-degenerated if 
gE -w^,(X, ,u) and [Det(VgilVgj)] -‘I* E wm(X, ,u). In that case, the image 
measure g, P Cg,d4=&-1(4)1 is absolutely continuous with respect 
to the Lebesgue measure on R” [ 14 (l)] 
1. REGULAR MAPPINGS OF THE ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK PROCESS 
1.1. Projection on R” of the Infinitesimal Generator. 
We use the notations of [l] (See also [lo, 18, 17, 16(l)]). We denote 
%3(X) = %0(X PL). 
Consider g= (g,, . . . . g,)E -Ilr,(X), with values in R” and non- 
degenerated. Let k(5) = d(g,p)/d& For tj E %‘Zm(X), $ with values in R, let 
klL([) = d(g,$p)/d<. Consider q E wm(X), cp > 0; if cp$ E w,(X), let 
E,[IC/ I g= (I= k,,(O/k,AO (1.1.1) 
The positive function cp will play the role of a cutoff function on the Wiener 
space X. If cp = 1, then q will be omitted. Let f be a %?* function from IR” 
to R; one can easily check that 
k .cr.,,(5)=f(5)k,(t). (1.1.2) 
DEFINITION. Given f: R” -+ R, twice differentiable, let 
qf=&DC~(f~s)+4Plog Ivl IV(fog)),l g=<l. (1.1.3) 
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LEMMA 1. For all functions h: R” --t IR, and f: R” + R twice differen- 
tiable, with compact support 
j"WAffW,(t)dt= -tj (V(f~g)(w)lV(hog)(o)),cp(o)d~(~). 
(1.1.4) 
In particular, AZ is a symmetric operator relative to the measure k,(t) dt. 
Proof: From (1.1.3), 
+ f(V log lcpl IVf 0 g))Hl cp 4. 
If one uses 9 = -$SV, Formula (1.1.4) follows. 
COROLLARY. The function k, satisfies A,“‘k, = 0, where A;* is the dual 
of AT relative to the Lebesgue measure on W. 
Remark. This property comes from the invariance of the Wiener 
measure with respect to the Ornstein-tihlenbeck process-See [ 15(2)] 
and [4]. 
LEMMA 2. One has 
where 
and 
a~(5)=E~C(VgilV~j)Hl g=517 
E(5) = K+Pkil g= 51, 
r?(r) = KJ(V loi3 Id IV&)Hl g= Cl. 
Let f: R” + R, twice differentiable; we have 
(1.1.5) 
(1.1.6) 
(1.1.7) 
From (0.8), (0.9), and the rule 
V(h, .h,) = h,Vh2 + h2Vh, 
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or h 1 and h2 E W&(X), we deduce that 
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-Y(f” g)=i z & (dO))(vgilvgj)(0) 
1 J 
af 
+ z. (do)) 9&Ti(o); (1.1.8) 
then (1.1.5) follows from (1.1.3), (1.1.2), (1.1.7), and (1.1.8). 
Remark. The cutoff function cp is used, for example, if 
aij(w) = Fgi I vgi)(w) 4 L1(P)3 but cpo,ie K&u. 
In such a case, q(t) does not exist, but a;(<) is well defined. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let a&o) = (Vg,(o) 1 Vgj(o)),. For i = 1, . . . . n, then 
(1.1.9) 
Proof Let f: R” -+ R with compact support. One has 
J= jfc0 k,,, (5)dt=fI(dw)) ygi(W) CP(O)~P(O) 
= -1 I f(dO)) aVgi(O) ~(0) dP(W) 
= -4 (V(fog(~) cP(O))lVgi(W)),dP(O) s 
= -1 s (VU”0 g)(O) IVgAm))H ~(0  dP(O) 
-4 I f” dO)(VcP(W) IVgt(O), dp(O). 
If one uses (1.1.7), it follows that 
J= -i F j~(g(w)).~u(w)(P(~)dll(w) 
J 
-t f”g(VvIVgi)Hdp s 
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COROLLARY 1. The density k,(t) = d( g, cpp)/dt satisfies 
& T $ (k,(t) aQ(t)) = B?(t) +; r:(5) 
for i= 1, . . . . n. 
(1.1.10) 
Proof. This follows immediatly from (1.1.6) and (1.1.9). 
COROLLARY 2 (Harnack’s inequality). Let By = 2p7 + yy - ‘j$= 1 (a/at j) 
a; and let Di(<) be the determinant obtained by replacing in D(c)= 
det(aF(r)) the column of rank i by B?(r). Zf r is a C’ by piece from to to 
5 1, one has 
(1.1.11) 
Proof: One has 
Solving (1.1.10) with respect to (alog k,)/(8tj), one finds that 
(a/atj) lOgkcp=Dj(S)lDtO. Thus 
and (1.1.11) follows. 
COROLLARY 3. Let f: R” + R with compact support and h: l%” + R. 
Assume f and h differentiable, then 
(1.1.12) 
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Proof One has 
Using (l.l.lO), one gets (1.1.12). 
DEFINITION. Let v be a measure on R” and z = (z’, . . . . z”) a vector field 
on R”. The divergence of z with respect to v is defined by 
j div,(z) f dv = --I z .Vf dv, 
(1.1.13) 
f:lR"+R and Vf=(g,...,$-). 
Notation. Lp = {f: R" + RI 1s f 1 P dt < + cc > is the set of p-integrable 
functions for the Lebesgue measures on R”. 
THEOREM. If /I and y EL’ +‘, if (CT/@) a EL’ +‘, and if ((a -‘(I E L” +‘)I’, 
then 
div, ,(8/aC,) E L’ (1.1.14) 
for i = 1, . . . . n. 
ProojI If 1= kv is a measure absolutely continuous with respect to v, 
div,(z) = div,(z) + (z IV log k). 
In particular, for 1= k d<, where d< is the Lebesgue measure on R”, 
thus 
Solving the system (1.1.10) yields 
(1.1.15) 
(1.1.16) 
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The estimate (1.1.14) is therefore a consequence of (1.1.15), (1.1.16), and 
Holder’s inequality. 
DEFINITION. One defines 
LEMMA 3. $8: is a Dirichlet form on W. The measure g,(cpu) = k, dr is 
associated to 9:. 
Proof: From (1.1.4) and (1.1.12), one gets 
(1.1.18) 
Thus 9: is a Dirichlet form on R”, and (1.1.1X) shows that the measure 
k, d5: is associated to this Dirichlet form. See [3, 8, 13(l)]. 
1.2. Projection of the Infinitesimal Generator through a Regular Map with 
Values on a Manfold 
Let V be an n-dimensional ?Zw real manifold. GP( V) [resp. W( V) 
denotes the set of infinitely differentiable [resp. r-differentiable] functions 
from V to R. Local patches on V will be denoted by (0, c) where 8 is an 
open subset of V and the patch map c is a GP homeomorphism from 19 to 
an open set of IR”. 
DEFINITION 1. Let g: X+ V. The map g is said to be in W,z&X) if for 
all integer r 2 1, and all f~ W( V) with compact support, one has 
f=fo gE W(X, R). 
Let (0, c) a patch on V. Then c can be extended to a map c” from V to 
R”, C”E $Y( V). To see this, consider an open set 8, c V and a compact set 
KcVsuchthat8,cKc8andletcp~~~withsupportinKandcp=lon 
8,. Take the product c’ = ccp on K and .Z = 0 on the complement of K. The 
restriction of c” to 0, is an homeomorphism from 0, onto an open set of R” 
and c” is defined everywhere on V; EEW’( V). If UE 8,, the extended map 
2 is called a chart in a neighborhood of u. 
In the following, we shall consider such extended charts denoted by 
(4 4. 
DEFINITION 2. Let g: X--+ V, g E W;JX). The map g is called 
non-degenerated if for any chart (0, c), the covariance matrix 
(V(co g)ilV(co g)j) is of maximum rank on the set {x 1 g(x) E 0). 
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If g: X+ V, gE “w,:=(X) is non degenerated, then the measure 
(CO g), Il,(g(x)) & is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure d< on IR”. The converse is not true, see [6(l)]. The density will be 
written 
k’(l) = (~0 81, Q ok(x)) &(x)/d< (1.2.1) 
LEMMA. Let g6 WzC(X). Assume that g is non degenerated. Let v E V 
and +: X + 52. For a chart (0, c) which contains v, put 
ECW) I g(x) = VI = (~0 g), Qd&)) Icl(x) dAxY4 (c(v)) ((cog)* Q&b)) &(x)/d5 1 (1 2 2l . . 
Then E[$(x) 1 g(x) = v] is a function from V to Iw and is independent of the 
choice of c. 
ProojI To see this, it suffices to perform a change of local coordinates 
on 0. In fact, consider the density 
k’,(t) = (~0 g), Q&(x)) Ii/(x) 44x)/&. 
For f: [w” + Iw, we have 
= s f &c+(z)k;(z)dz, 
where 9 is the set of x E X such that g(x) E 8. We obtain that 
qc”(Y))=~~w)) I(c”~-‘)’ (c”(Y))lv 
where I(coZ-‘)’ (E(y))1 is the Jacobian of the change of coordinates cot”-i 
on 8. 
DEFINITION 3. Let f E GP’( V), and put 
A,f(v) = EW(f 0 g)(x) I g(x) = 01. (1.2.3) 
THEOREM 1. A, is a d$ferential operator on V. Moreover, there exist a 
Riemannian metric on V and a vector field u on V such that 
A,= ;Ay+VU, (1.2.4) 
where A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to the Riemannian 
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metric on V. One has u = i grad(log k), where k is the density of the measure 
g, p relative to the riemannian measure on V. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is a consequence of what follows. 
1. The Riemannian Metric on V. Let g: X+ V, gE Wz&X); let T,*,,,(V) 
be the cotangent space to the manifold V at g(x). Its elements are the 
differentials dgCx, f of functions f: V + iw, f e U'( V). 
On T,*,,,(V), a scalar product is defined: for 2, = dfl and Z, = df2, put 
Then, on the cotangent space T,*(V), a scalar product is defined by 
(21 I%I” = EC@, I&L I g(x) = VI (1.25) 
Denote by T,(V) the tangent space to V at v. Using the canonical 
isomorphisms, one deduces a scalar product on T,(V) as usual: T,( V) is in 
one-to-one correspondence with its bidual Hom(T,*( V), W); i.e., to 
z E T,(V), one associates the map z” + 2(z) from T,*(V) to R. 
On the other hand, the scalar product (1.2.5) induces an isomorphism 
from T,*(V) onto Hom( T:( V), [w): to Z”E T,*(V), one associates z = AZE 
Hom( T,*( V), IF!), defined by 
LN.9 = (Y I.3, (1.2.6) 
or using the matrix notation 
(jlz”),= ‘JAZ. 
The map Z + AZ is an isomorphism and allows one to define a scalar 
product on Hom(T,*( V), [w) = T,(V) by (y I z)” = (A -‘y 1 A -‘z),. Using the 
matrix notation, 
(~Iz)~=~~‘A-‘AA~~z=~~‘A-~z. (1.2.7) 
Let the chart (0, c = (c,, . . . . c,)) exist in a neighborhood of the point 
v E V. With respect to the basis (d,ci)i= i,...,, of T,*(V), the matrix A of the 
scalar product (1.25) is 
4u) = EC(vci” g) I wj” g))Hl t!!(x) = VI (1.2.8) 
and with respect to the basis which is the dual of (d,ci)iz 1 ,,, n, the matrix 
of the scalar product on T,(V) is the matrix inverse of ‘cr;. Denote by 
Q=(@-’ (~‘(5)) the local expression (on the patch (0, c)) of the 
Riemannian metric constructed on V as explained above. 
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2. The Vector Field u on V. In the chart c, the Christoffel symbols 
associated to the Riemannian connexion are 
(1.2.9) 
If one denotes by $ the Christoffel symbols in the chart c”, one has 
[Eisenhart, “Riemanman Geometry,” 1949, p. 193 
=;. 3 =F, aF, Xj a25 
"vat, "ay,'~+ay,ay; (1.2.10) 
DEFINITION 4. Let (0, c) be a chart in a neighborhood of g(x) E V. Put 
(dcg(x))i= y(cio g)Cx) + $1 r$(co dx)) ~~,(x)~ (1.2.11) 
f-J 
where r$ are given by (1.2.9) and a;(x) = (V(c, o g)(x) 1 V(cjo g)(x))H. 
PROPOSITION 1. (A’g(x)), (i= 1, . . . . n) are the components in the chart c 
of a vector dg(x) E TgcX,( V). Let 
then uf are the components in the chart c of a vector field u on the 
manifold V. 
Proof: For a chart c” in a neighborhood of g(x) E I’, one has 
(/4’g(x))i= L.z(Zo g)i (x) + ; c F;.a;(x). (1.2.12) 
‘XI 
The Jacobian J= (C”O c-i)’ is such that Jrk = ar,/&&. One checks that 
Ofi = C Jr/ccc’ g(X)) Jjp(Co g(X)) a,&(x). 
k P 
From (1.1.8), it follows that 
tco g(x)) ajk(x) 
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Replacing in (1.2.12) and using (1.2.10), one obtains 
85 
(A'dx))i=F z- tCo g(x))(Acdx))j. 
J 
(1.2.13) 
Thus (d’g(x)), (i = 1, . . . . n) are the components in the chart c of a vector 
dg(x)E TgcX,( V). One uses (1.1.2), (1.2.13), and (1.2.2) to conclude that u 
is a vector field on V. 
Remark 1. Consider the density 
kc 9(~,~g)(t)=(~~g)* y(ciog) 4tdg(x)) dP(x)/dtl 
and let 
B;(t) = k&&)/W)~ (1.2.14) 
From (1.2.12), one finds that the local expression in the chart c of the 
vector field u is uc = (u;, . . . . ufi), 
2.4; = /?J + 4 C rj,arP. (1.2.15) 
r. P 
Remark 2. One can compare (1.2.11) with the system of equations 
obtained by Eells and Sampson [S] for f: M--f M’, 
where A is the Laplacian on A4 and rFY is the connexion on M’ and where 
the metric on M is xi dx:. In (1.2.1 l), the Wiener space plays the role of 
M and M’ is represented by V. 
DEFINITION 5. According to Remark 2, the vector Ag(x) defined by 
( 1.2.11) will be called the Ornstein-uhlenbeck-Eells-Sampson Laplacian. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let k(u) = d( g*p) 1 dv be the density of the image 
measure g,p with respect to the Riemannian volume dv. One has 
grad(log k(v)) = 2u(v), (1.2.16) 
where u is the vector field defined by u(v) = E[Ag(x) I g(x) = v] defined in 
Proposition 1. 
ProoJ: Since grad f = A df, where A is the isomorphism from 7’,*(V) 
onto T,(V) defined by (1.2.6), it is enough to show that 
dlogk(v)=2A-‘u(u), 
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i.e., using coordinates 
&log k(c-‘(0) = 2 1 a&, 
I i 
(1.2.17) 
where UT are the components of u in the chart (0, c). In the chart c, the 
Riemannian volume on V is given by 
Let k’(C) = (c 0 g), % Jg(x)) dp(x)/d& One has 
= 
f 
(foe-' l(5) WO 4. 40) 
Thus, from (1.2.18), one obtains 
(1.2.18) 
4c-‘(t)) = WOlJDet a,(t) 
From [Eisenhart, “Riemannian Geometry,” 1949, (7.9), p. 83, 
(1.2.19) 
$ log Jeta,c5) = 1 rFi. (1.2.20) 
I r 
From (1.1.16), (1.2.19), and (1.2.20), 
$logk(c-l(S))=1 ag(2/lj--~$ajr)--~ rii, (1.2.21) 
I j r r 
where fij is given by (1.2.14). We have assumed for simplicity that cp = 1 in 
(1.1.16). Replace /Ii in (1.2.21), using (1.2.15). One gets 
$ log Q-‘(t)) = C a,i[2uj] + B, 
I i 
where 
B=x aii -1 riparP-Cdajr 1 -1 rii. r % r (1.2.22) i r. P 
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To conclude (1.2.17), it is enough to check that B=O. One has 
rj =laik 
w 2 
aark I acrPk aarP . 
at, a& atk 1 
Hence 
Using 
(1.2.23) 
(1.2.24) 
replace (1.2.23) and (1.2.24) in (1.2.22). Then 
B= -; c arP 
r. P 
1 = -- 
2 
AS 
rii = k a’p 
L 
aa~l aa rp I aapi 
Xi at, 1 at, ’ 
one gets B = 0. 
3. End of the Proof of Theorem 1. The vector field u=igrad log k 
defines a differential operator on the manifold V. Consider the differential 
operator on V 
Ag=+A.+V,, (1.2.25) 
where A,= a”(a2/agi a[,) - a”Tt(a/al,) is the Laplacian associated to the 
Riemannian metric au on V (see [ 111). In a chart c, using (1.2.15), one 
obtains 
(c-‘(e))+k$f(c-‘(S)). (1.2.26) 
/ 
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From (1.2.2), (l.lS), and sincefog=foc-‘ocog, we obtain that 
~g.f(o) = ECY(fo g)(x) I g(x) = 01 = 4?m 
which proves (1.2.4). 
(1.2.27) 
We remark that the operator A, is symmetric relative to the measure 
k(o) du. If one takes a Riemannian manifold V and g(w) =x,(o), where 
x,(o) is the Riemannian diffusion on V, the new Riemannian metric 
defined in Theorem 1 (cf. (1.2.8)) and associated to g can be compared to 
the original Riemannian metric on I’. The calculus would be performed on 
the bundle of orthonormal frames of V. See [ 14 (2)]. 
1.3. Projected Processes 
The operator AZ defined by (1.1.3) (resp. A, defined by (1.2.3)) is the 
infinitesimal generator of a diffusion on KY’ (resp. on V). In the following, 
one studies the relationship between A; and the projection g(Zt(t)) E R” 
(A= l/2). Assume g: X+ R”. Let cp > 0, defined on X, cp E %$,(X), and let 
5 E UP. Consider the measure p;P(dx) defined on X by (1.1.1) 
s $(x) p;p(dx) = E&h I g= <I= k&3/kp(0 
= CW/k,(~)l x j-IL(x) dx) 44x1 g(x) = 0 (1.3.1) 
where 5 is such that kJ 5) and II/ E #&(X). 
Using the area measure dug defined on g- ‘( 5) in [ 11, one has 
j ti(x) p;pW) = CW,C31 x j,-,,,, +(x1 cpb) 
x Det(Vg, 1 Vgj)] -l/* dug(x). (1.3.2) 
In the following, q is a fixed function and the index cp will be omitted in 
the notations. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let q be a real valued Borelian function on X; the 
function P,q defined by 
(p,q)(x) = j dxe-“* + (1 - e-‘)l’* y) dp( y) (1.3.3) 
is in WI(X). The integral 
j q(x) v,,<(dx) = j- P,&) p,W) = ECf’tq I g = 51 (1.3.4) 
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is well defined and v,,~ is a measure on X. The map < + j q(x) vJdx) is $2 O” 
on the set {Clk(t)#O}. 
Prooj To prove that P, q E wm( X), we refer to [ 16, Lemma 2.27. Let 
q E L2(X, p) and write its expansion q = C, H, in the Wiener polynomial 
chaos. One has P,q=C, eeN2H, and if A =6V, one gets 
A”P,q = C,, nae -“*‘2H,,. Thus P,q E wq(X). The second equality (1.3.4) is a 
consequence of the definition (1.3.1). As the mappings {-+k,(t) and 
5 + kP,4.p(5) are VW, using (1.3.1) one sees that 5 -+ f q(x) vJdx) is V”. 
LEMMA 1. For all 5 such that k,(5) #O, the measure v,&dx) is 
absolutely continuous with respect to p and the density is in Wl(X). 
Proof. We shall compute 
I= j-fK, k,(t) j-q(x) v,s(dx) dt. (1.3.5) 
One has 
= II fo g(x) q(x) q(xeC”2 + (I - em-t)1’2 y) dp(x) dp( y). 
Let z1 = xe-‘12 + (1 - e-‘)“2 y-and z2 = (1 - e-r)1’2 x - e-‘/*y. Thus, z, and 
z2 are two new Brownian motions and it develops that 
I= f~g(z,e-‘~2+z2(l-e-‘)1’2)p(zIe-r~2 
ff 
where 
7c(z1)= J fog(z,e-“2 + z2( 1 - eet)l12) p(z, e-‘j2 + z2( 1 - e-‘)‘12) dp(z2). 
(1.36) 
Let 
g&2) = g(zle -*” + z2( 1 - e-‘)l12). 
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It is easy to check that g,, E Wm(X) and is nondegenerated when g is non- 
degenerated. In the same way cp,, defined by 
(Pz,(z*) = &I e -‘/*+z2(l -e-‘)‘/2) 
is in Wm(X). It follows that the image measure g,, * (cp,, &) is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Let k,,,, = 
d(g,, * (q,, &))/d{ be the density. One has 
4z,) = I f(t) k,,,,(t) d5. (1.3.7) 
Replace n(zi) by (1.3.7) in the integral I. One finds 
Z= j-/(t) \ k,,,,(t) dz,) &(z,) & 
Identifying with (1.3.5) yields 
(1.3.8) 
(1.3.9) 
This shows the absolute continuity of the measure v,,~ with respect to p. By 
the construction, one sees that z, + k,,Z,(<) is in W,(X). 
LEMMA 2. Let 5 be such that k(t) # 0. For all t > 0, let z,,~ be the 
random variable with values in X and with distribution law vJdx) defined 
by (1.3.4). Then the distribution law of x,,~ = g(z,,c) is g,(v,,<); it has a V”- 
density on !I?. Moreover, ifz,,< is the random variable with distribution law 
p,(dx), then the law of x o,e = g(zO,e;) on K!” is the Dirac measure at 5. 
Proof: From Lemma 1, if x,,~(x) is the density of v,,Jdx) with respect 
to ,u, one has 
f fo g(x) v,,(dx) = j- fo g(x) Q(X) 44x) = j f(t) gJ~,,&) 44x)). 
Since x + rrJx) is in Wm(X), the measure g,(?r,(x) dp(x)) is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and the density is a V” 
function. 
Using (1.1.2), one checks that g,(p,$ is the Dirac measure at 5. 
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DEFINITION. Let &, be such that k,(&) # 0. Define 
P,fKo) = [f(t) g*(v,,&J =J P,(fo g)(x) PddX) 
= MO, &) f(r). I (1.3.10) 
The following lemma allows one to compare p, f and P,(f 0 g) and is a 
consequence of the definitions. 
LEMMA 3. Let f and h from R” to R; then 
SB,f(5)h(5)(g,cp~)=SP,(fog)(x).hog(x)cp(n)d~(n). (1.3.11) 
Proof One has 
= s k . . ..c~.g.(W(Odt 
= s ho g(x) p,(f 0 g)(x) v(x) 44x). 
Of course, the kernels p,(&,, dc) defined by (1.3.10) usually do not satisfy 
the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and usually x~,~= g(z,,<) is not 
Markov (see Appendix 3.1, where a function of a finite state Markov chain 
is investigated). However, the following infinitesimal identification holds. 
THEOREM. Let cp exist such that (Vq 1 Vg,) = 0 for i = 1, . . . . n and let <,, 
such that k,(r,) #O. One has 
lim (Rf -f 1 
t (to) = -qf(M 
(1.3.12) 
1-O 
where the operator AZ is defined by (1.1.3). 
Proof Remark that the geometric condition (Vcp 1 Vg,) = 0 for i = 1, . . . . n 
implies that the coefficients 77 (1.1.6) vanish. Let h be a function from KY’ 
to Iw with compact support. Then 
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= I &#G)) pr(fo g)(x) v(x) 44x) 
and 
j 45) k,(Of(5) 4 = J ho g(x) .&f-o g(x) 4.G) 44x). 
Now, compute 
One has 
Bf( 5) = lim 
t-0 
f+(S). 
J= 1 h(5) k,(t) W(l) & 
= ,‘Fo 1 h 0 g(x) p,Lt-0 gl(x) -fo g(x) q(x) dp(x) 
t 
= I ho t?(X) -w-o g)(x) Y(X) 44x) 
where one uses (1.1.3) at the last step. Hence 
on the set (t[k,(<)#O}. 
Remark. The operator Ag” has %P coefficients. Thus the vector field 
u(5) = (/II(t), . . . . /3,(e)) is bounded on any compact of the interior of the 
support of k,. However, the following example shows that u is not boun- 
ded on the interior of the support of k,. Take cp = 1 and on R2, consider 
the Ornstein-tihlenbeck process with generator L = A - YV, 
Lj-(y,,y,)=a2f+!!L 
aY: 8Y: 
y af,y af 
’ JYl > ‘dY2 . 
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The operator L is symmetric relative to the measure p = (271)-l [exp - 
(Y: + ~$214~ 4,. Put gh 14 = Cd + YY. One has 
jftr) g, Ctr)=jftgty))dkO=jf(r)~e~r2’2rdrd~ 
= f(r) re-r2/2 dr. 
I 
Hence k(r) = re-‘*I*. As ag/ay, = y,/r and ag/ay, = y,lr, it follows 
that lVg[ = 1, 9g = l/r - r, k,,(r) = (1 - r*) e-“*, and Ag = d*/dr* + 
(l/r-r) d/dr. Of course, B(t) = k,,(<)/k(<) = l/c - t is not bounded. 
In this particular case, the probabilities given by (1.3.10) define a semi- 
group and also g(z,) is Markov. This very peculiar situation comes from 
the identity P,(f 0 g)(x) = (P, f) 0 g(x) which is satisfied here. 
2. MAPPINGS OF THE HEAT PROCESS. 
2.1. Projection of the Heat Operator 
Let pr = p,(O, dy) be the distribution of the process z,(t) defined by (0.3) 
and let P, be the associated semi-group. 
Thus t~thro is as an invariant family under the heat flow. In fact 
J f(y) ,q + ,(dy ) = f (P, f )(x) p,(dx). Let 9: x + R” be a non-degenerated 
map; one has 
g*pL, = g, * PL, (2.1.1) 
where 
g,(x) = &ha (2.1.2) 
as used in [2, Chap. III]. 
LEMMA 1. The density k, = d(g * p,)/dt is the density of the distribution 
of x,(w) = g(z,(o)) relative to the Lebesgue measure d< on KY’. 
Proof: One has 
jfMw)) 44~) = jfo &co(t)) h(w) = 
= f(t)k(O&. I 
s fo gtfi,) 44~) 
(2.1.3) 
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DEFINITION 1. Let w,&(X) = n, K-Y-(X, p,) and for Ic/ E %&(X), put 
k,,,(5) = 4g * Yh4Yd5 and qJ$ I g = a= k,,(WW). (2.1.4) 
DEFINITION 2. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of the process z,(s) 
whose distribution is given by (0.3). We define the image operator A,, as 
the operator 
(2.1.5) 
where 
and 
q(r) = ql,cmiIv&)w I g(w) = 51 (2.1.6) 
flf(t) = &[&id 1 b’(O) = 51. (2.1.7) 
This formula has a meaning under the following assumption: 
g, is in the domain of A for all t and Ag E L’(P~) for all t. (2) 
THEOREM 1 (constructibility). Assume that g satisfies assumption (Z’). 
Let A& be the dual of A,,, relative to the Lebesgue measure d5 on Iw” and 
consider the solution h(& t) of 
!!,A* h 
at *,* 
4 , t) 4 + &,, (Dirac measure at &,); 
then h(5, t) = k,(t). 
Remark. Theorem 1 shows that a complete knowledge of the distribu- 
tion laws is obtained via the image of the Laplacian operator. 
Proof. Let t + p(t) be any differentiable function from R + to R, with 
compact support and with p(O) = 0, and let 5 +f(<) be a differentiable 
function from R” to R. Put F( t, 5) = p(t) f(t) and consider 
(2.1.9) 
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After integrating by parts in t and using A,,g instead of its dual, we have 
Let us prove that Z=O. From (2.1.5), (2.1.6), and (2.1.7), we have 
I= +O” J N 0 $lt9 dw))+~(v&!ilv&)(w) & (6 g(o)) I I 
aF 
+&/c(w) ay, (t, g(w)) 1 440) dt 
= 
1 [ 
+cC P’(t~f~gO)+~ PgiIvgj)(w) Pit) 
0 
g-g (do)) 
+4,(o) At) $- k(o)) ddw) dt. 
k 1 
Since 
1 a’f af A(fog)(w)=Z(VgiIVgj)(w)a~iarj(g(w))+Agk(”)~ (g(O)) 
I=j+m b'(t) P,(fog)(O)+At) P,Mfo g))(O)ldt. o 
But 
Hence 
p'(t)P,(f~g)(O)+p(t)~(P,(f~g))(O) dt=O 1 
since p has a compact support and p(O) = 0. 
It follows that h(& t)=k,(t) is a solution of (2.1.8). 
Remark. With a cutoff function @ E T&&(X) (CD > 0), one defines 
E;C11/ I g = 51 =k,,~d5Yk,,~(t) 
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and the operator 
(2.1.10) 
where 
Then the density k,, = d(g * Q&)/d5 is a solution of 
$ (t, t) = A;;& 0, (2.1.11) 
where A:; denotes the dual of AZ, relative to d<. One uses (2.1.10), the 
identity ‘&(z,(t)) = dM, + A@(z,(t) dt, and Ito’s calculus applied to 
f(t, g(z,(t))) @(z,(t)). As in the proof of Theorem 1, it follows that 
(2.1.12) 
and hence k,., is a solution of (2.1.11). 
THEOREM 2. Consider on R” (p + 1) smooth vector fields A,, A, . . . A, 
with bounded derivatives of all order; consider the Stratanovich stochastic 
system 
&, = A,(L) dt + i 4(L) dxk, 
k=l 
(2.1.13) 
where r,(O) = 0 E [w” and x’, . . . . xp are p independent Brownian motions. 
Define 
g,(x) = L(t). 
Then g, belongs to the domain of A for every t > 0, and Ag E L1(p,). 
Proof As 
A=?Z+x.V, 
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where 9 is the operator of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, and as ,49g is known to 
exist [14 (l), 17, 181, it is sufficient to show that 
x .Vg exists and belongs to L,(p,). 
Consider a regularization of the Brownian motion 
where u is smooth, supp(u) c [0, l] and has an integral which is one. The 
relationship between Stratanovich and Ito’s multiplication is 
YodX= YdX+ $dXdY (2.1.14) 
Thus, with Ito’s notation, (2.1.13) is written as 
Define 
A,=A,+~~ A;$. 
s, r r 
Then the solution of the stochastic differential equation is the limit of the 
ordinary differential equation [ 14 (1 )] 
We define 
g,,,(x) = L,,(t). 
Then we have 
g,(x) = !‘_“, g,,,(x). 
The Jacobian matrix of g,,, is given by the matrix equation 
&,x = Jw A”,+~A,f: . 
> 
Denote by J,,,(t, z) the solution of (2.1.16) such that J&t, t) = identity, 
(x/Vg,,,)=SorJ.,,(f,i)(~A,i:)(T)dr. 
s 
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Then we have difficulty in proving the existence of a limit when E + 0, 
because the matrix J,,,(t, r) is anticipating. Using the classical identity on 
the resolvent matrix we have 
Therefore 
J,,,(t, z) =J,(4 0) J,k 0). 
The integral has now a nonanticipating integrand and, as E -+ 0, it tends to 
a stochastic integral. (This identity was used in [ 14 (l)] under the name of 
the reduced variation.) Therefore we have by the limit theorem (x [Vg,,,) 
converges in WZ (X) as E + 0. Therefore dg, , converges in W’,I,I (X) as E + 0 
and the limit g, belongs to the domain of the closure of A. 
DEFINITION 3. Given the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator Y( which is the 
infinitesimal generator of zi(s)(l= 1/2t) (cf. (O.l), (0.5)), and f: R” + IR, 
GP, put 
4,g.m) = Jq,c=w O g)l g = a. (2.1.17) 
LEMMA 2. One has 
4,S(O=~p f40(fog,)(w)lg,(w)=t]. [ (2.1.18) 
Proof One has 
and LY(f 0 g,)(o) = tY,(f 0 g)(,,& CD). One deduces (2.1.18). 
LEMMA 3. One has 
4g.f(5) = %,f(5) +v”,“f(a (2.1.19) 
where 
&,=a? 
a2 
aqia5i-a 
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is the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to the Riemannian metric u~,~ 
defined on [w” by (crii,)-’ = ctjj [a: is given by (2.1.6)] V.,f is given by 
(2.1.20) 
with 
I;,=k,dm and k, = dtg, ,cl)/&. (2.1.21) 
Proof: Apply Theorem 1, Section 1.2 (1.2.4) to the case V= R” and 
g,: X-P R”. From (2.1.18) and (l.lS), 
(2.1.22) 
where l-?(t) = E,C(lIt) Ygi,t. I g, = tl. 
On the other hand, from (1.1.16), one gets 
where k,=d(g,*p)/dt. Then (2.1.20), (2.1.21) follow from (1.2.22). 
2.2. Examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. The operator A,,, is not always dependent on t. The 
previous method applies of course to a finite dimensional Gaussian space. 
Let dx be the Lebesgue measure on R and consider the measure 
p(dx) = k(x) dx. The operator 
is* symmetric relative to p. If g: R + R is an isomorphism, one has 
~(fog)(x)=(~f)(g(x)), (2.2.1) 
where 
-?f(d= cp’www-$+ [ g”W’(z)) 
+; (g-‘(z)) g’tg-l(z)) -$ 1 (2.2.2) 
’ Here ’ denotes the derivative with respect to the variable x. 
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Take on [w the metric ds* = dz*/a(z), where U(Z) = [g’(g-l(z)]*; then the 
) 
Laplacian associated to this metric is 
d,=~~(~~)=Cg’(g-l(r))l’~+g~~(~-‘(z))~. (2.2.3 
Thus, from (2.2.2) and (2.2.3), one sees that 8 = A, +V, with 
VUf(z)=~(g--l(r))g’(g-l(z))~~=ol[-$og~]%f (2.2.4 1 
and R(z) =&g-‘(z)) is the density of the measure g,p relative to the 
Riemannian volume ds = dz/& Moreover, since for all f with compact 
support one has Y(fo g) k dx = 0, it follows immediately after a change 
of variables that E; is a solution of 9 * E = 0, where P* is the dual of p 
with respect to the Riemannian volume dz/&. 
Now, take g,(x) = g(& x); then 
(2.2.5) 
with p, = A, + (l/t) V,, since a,(z) = [g:(g,‘(z))]* = ta(z). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider another finite dimensional case. Let A be the 
heat operator on Iw3, 
1 a* 
+ -- 
r2 sin* e aq* 1 
o<e<n 
O<cp<27c. 
Let g: IX3 -+ !R* be the map defined by 
g(r sin e cos cp, r sin 8 sin cp, r cos e) = (cp, z = r cos e). 
For a differentiable mapf: Iw2 -+ R, one easily checks that 
(2.2.6) 
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Of course, an identity like (2.2.1) is no more valid. Let pt be the distribu- 
tion law of the 3-dimensional Brownian motion 
We take the cutoff function @(r, 8, cp) = tg28 and we compute that 
Then using (2.1.10), we find the operator A:, on 0X2, i.e., 
i a2 i a2 
A@ =- 
2a 3 i 
f,g 4taq 2+~~-;&+~+; 
(2.2.7) 
(2.2.8) 
and from (2.1.11) we deduce that the density 
k,, = 4g,@/4ldz dv = 
4t1/2e-~2/2t 
272743'2 
(2.2.9) 
is a solution of akfat = AFik, where Afi is the dual of the operator AFg 
relative to the measure dz dq. 
EXAMPLE 3. The case discussed in Theorem 2 is an example of general 
interest. See [12, 13(2)]. Below, (2.1.6) will be computed in the case of the 
Heisengroup (d= 1) and in that case, the /I: given by (2.1.7) are zero. 
Let b, and c, be two independent one-dimensional Brownian motions. 
Denote by (b, c, z) the canonical coordinates in R3. For X, = (b,, ct, z,) E 
R3, consider the system 
where 
dxt(o) = A,(x,)odb,(w) + -b(xAOdc,(w), (2.2.10) 
a a 
A,(& c, z)=gj-cm and A,(b,c,z)=$+b-$ 
In coordinates (2.2.10) expresses as X, = (b,, c,, z,), where 
z,= ‘(b,~dc,-cpdb,). 
5 0 
(2.2.11) 
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The infinitesimal generator associated to the diffusion (2.2.10) is 
+:+A:) 
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A+26 -&+(b’+c*)$ . 1 
Let do) =x1(w) = (b,(w), gl(o), zl(w)) and g,(o) =x1(& 0). 
LEMMA 1. For a(w) = (Vg, 1 Vgj)(o), one has 
with 
l-(w) = 
a(o) = 
1 0 -cl 
0 1 b, 
--Cl b, b:+c:/ 
0 
0 2 
f 
’ (c,-c,)dr 
0 
’ 
0 
0 -2 (6,-b,)ds 
I 0 
2 I ‘(c,-c,)dY -2 
0 
f l(h,-b,)ds 
II 
-4f’(c,-c,)c,+(b*-~,)b,~! 
0 
Proof. For h = (h,, h2) in the Cameron-Martin space of X, one has 
(Vb,Ih)=lim b,(o + Eh) - b,(o) = lim bt + 4 - bt = h, f’ E--t0 E E-0 E 
Thus IVb,\* = t; in the same way IVc,(* = t and (Vb, IVc,) = 0. On the other 
hand, 
(Vz, 1 h) = I’ (c, - 2cJ dh; - j’ (b, - 2b,) dh;. 
0 0 
Hence 
,VbJVzI)=/; (c,-2c,)ds 
(Vc,IVz,)= -j-‘(b,-2bJds 
0 
~Vz,~*=j’(~,-2c~)*d.~+j~(6~-2b,)*ds. 
0 
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DEFINITIONS. Let E,(X) be the matrix defined by (2.1.6); for x = (b, c, z), 
one has 
a,(x) = E,[a(J; co) 1 J; b1= b; fi Cl = c; tz, = z]. (2.2.13) 
Put, for x = (6, c, z) 
THEOREM. The matrix u,(x), for x = (b, c, z), is 
+ Y,(X), 
where y,(x) is the symmetric matrix 
0 0 
Y,(X) = 0 0 
2(c - n*(x)) 
-2(b - J,(x)) 
(2.2.14) 
(2.2.15) 
(2.2.16) 
(2.2.17) 
\W - ~2b)) -2(b - h(x)) W,(x) - b&(x) - c&b-)) 
and n,(x), l,(x), L,(x) are given by (2.2.14), (2.2.15), (2.2.16). 
Proof: From (2.2.12), 
-J;C1 
J;b, +r(J;w). 
t(c:+b;) 
The matrix r(& w) is given by 
0 0 A 
A B C 
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where 
A=2,/&2f’J;c,ds 
0 
B= -2&b,+2j01 J;b,ds 
and 
cl-c,)c,+(bl-b,)b,ds . 1 
From (2.2.14k(2.2.16), one gets (2.2.17). 
Remark. &(x), A,(x) and A,(x) can be computed using the probability 
density pS(x; 2) of the diffusion (2.2.11). 
3. APPENDIXES 
3.1. A Markov Chain. The Collapsing of States 
Let X,, (n = 0, 1,2, . ..) be a Markov chain with a finite number of states 
0, 1, 2, . ..) r; to each k, there corresponds the initial probability 
pk = E[X,= k]. The probability of transition from k to j is pj,k = 
ECXn+ I =jlX,=k]. 
Let p= (P~,~), the matrix of transition probabilities. One has 
E[X, = k 1 X0 = j] = (P”)~,~ pi. Put E,(z) = E[z ) X,, = j]. One has 
P,f(j)=~~Cf(~~)I=f(O)EjC~~=Ol 
+f(l)Ej[Xn=l]+ ... +f(r) Ej[X,,=r] (3.1.1) 
and EjCf(x~)l =fW 
&.sume that the number of states is 2s. Then r = 2s - 1. 
Let g be the map which lumps together the two states 2j and 2j+ 1 into 
a single state called j. The chain Y, = g(X,,) is a chain with s states denoted 
by 0, 1, . . . . a. Let v = (u,, . . . . u,), a measure on the state space of X,,. On 
the space of states of Y,,, we shall take the uniform measure denoted by dt. 
One has 
s f(t) 4g * v) =f@,h, + 0,) +fU )(uz + ~3) + “. +p(s)(u,,~*+u2s-,) 
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and 
s P~5~~~~*Il/~~=P~o~c~o~,+11/~~,1 
+ “’ +P(~)CIcl~j”Zj+*~j+luZj+L1 + 
Hence k+(f) = C4g * Iclv)/& 1 Cf) = bjuzj + tizj+ 1 uzj+ 1 and 
$n= **j”*j+*2j+lu2j+1 
u2j + u2j+ 1 
In particular 
(3.1.2) 
k 
+i,= 
&jCf(xn)l u2j + Es?j+ ~Cf(xn)l uzj+ I 
u2j + u2j+ 1 
(3.1.3) 
The analogue of z,,< with distribution v,,~ (1.3.4) yields the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. For all states j, there exists a Markou chain Tn with ualues 
0, 1, . ..) 2s - 1 and with distribution law 
ECf(fJl = %tJ,. (3.1.4) 
This chain has the same probabilities of transition as X,. 
Proof We shall check that 
ECgn+ 1 =~]=xp,,,E[f~=k]. 
k 
From (3.1.3), 
(3.1.5) 
E[fn+,=x] = E2j Cxn + 1 
=xI U2j+E2j+1CXn+1=Xl Qj+l 
“2j + I)2j+ 1 
= (Pn+l)2j,xV2jP(2j)+ (Pn+‘)2j+l,xu2j+lP(2j+l) 
v2j + v2j+ 1 
=; Pk,x 
(P”)2j,kv2jP(2j) + (P”)Zj+ l,k”2j+ I P(2j+ 1) 
v2j+v2j+1 
This proves (3.1.5) 
In the following, we shall put pi= 1 for all j= 0, . . . . r. The analogue of 
Lemma 2, Section 1.3 is 
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LEMMA 2. The distribution of yn = g(x,,) is given by 
EC- FJ] = * (j). (3.1.6) 
One hasE[y,,=j]=l. 
Proof (3.1.6) is an immediate consequence of (3.1.4) and the defini- 
tions. 
Notation. Put 
E,[jl(Y”)] =9(j). (3.1.7) 
LEMMA 3. One has 
= C(Pn)2j,2x + (Pn)*j,2x+ 11 v2j+ C(Pn)2j+ 1,2x + (P”)Zj+ 1,2x+ 11 v2j+ 1 
v2j + v2j+ 1 
(3.1.8) 
Proof: From (3.1.7) and (3.1.2) 
(E,[Xn=h] +Ezj[Xn=2~+ 1)) V2j+ (Ezj+l [X,=2x] 
EJY,=x]= 
+ E2j+ICXn=2x+llb2j+l 
v2j + v2j+ 1 
LEMMA 4. One has 
E&X=x, Yn-, =&I 
= (Pkx + P&,x + 1) 
((Pn-1)2j,kv2j+(Pn-1)2j+l,kv2j+*) 
v2j+v2j+l 
+(Pk+l,x+Pk+I,X+l) 
((P”-‘)2j.k+1v2j+(Pn-1)2j+l,k+1v2j+1) 
v2j+v2j+1 
(3.1.9) 
Proof: One has 
N=Ej[Y,,=x, Y,-l=_k]=Ej[zn=x,z”_,=k] 
+ Ej[A?“=X+ 1, Xn-1 =k]+EJ~~=~,~~-~=k+l] 
+Ej[~~=x+l,%“-,=k+l]. 
(3.1.10) 
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From (3.1.3) 
E,[~~=x,~“_l=k]=El[~~=xI~“-I=k]E?[~~-l=kl 
=Pk x(P"-1)2j,ku*j+(Pn-1)*j+l,ku*j+I 
,x 
v2j + v2j+ 1 
Thus, one gets (3.1.9). 
Consider the diffusion model [7 (l), p. 3781 with probabilities of 
transition given by 
. 2 
0 1 
r-j ’ 
( > 
2j(r -A 
Pj,j-I= I - ; Pj,j+l= r ; pj*j = r2 
(3.1.11) 
and pjk = 0 when ) j - kJ > 1 (j = 0, . . . . r). 
For the case r = 4, let A = (P~,~) be the matrix of the probabilities of 
transition; then 
A= 
0 1 0 0 
1 4 4 
9 5 5 0 
();;; 
0 0 1 0 ! and AZ= 
- 1 44 
9 5 9 O 
4 41 32 4 
iiiiG8181 
4 32 41 4 
ziiiiisl 
4 4 1 
0 
9 5 9 
J 
(3.1.12) 
\ 
The eigenvalues of A are il = 1,1= +i, and 1= -$. The invariant measure 
1s z&=&, u1=9uo, u*=9ug, u)=ug. Using (3.1.8) and (3.1.9), one 
computes 
E,[Y,=Q( Y,=Q]= 
E,[ y2 = 0, YI = 01 29v, + 45v, 
&CY, =Ol = 9(9v, + 5v,) 
and 
E,[Y,=QJ Y,=Q]= 
JqY2=O, y, =Ol 5 
E![ Y, =0-J =? 
If v1 # 0, one sees that E[ Y, = Q I Y, = Q] depends on the initial state of the 
chain; thus, Y, is not a Markov chain. Consider now the semi-group 
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property (See [7 (2)]). Th e matrix of transition from Y, to Y, is given by 
(3.1.8); i.e., 
KJlYl =Ol= 9u,+ 50, . 
9(&J + VI)’ 
E,[Y,=!l=9(~~;u ) 1 
JqCY,=Ol= 
4V2 
9(v, + v,f 
EIIYI=ll=;;;;~f), 
2 
and one has 
E,[Y,=9]=;; E,[Y,= II=% 
E&Y,=01 =;; E,[Y,= q =;. 
However, z, = Y,, is a Markov chain with probabilities of transition given 
by the matrix 
(3.1.13) 
This comes from the particular form of the matrix A’. In fact, 
(-hm + (A*“)ol = (A*“)lo + (A*“),1 = (Q”ho~ 
(A*“)20 + (A*“)21 = (A*“)30 + (A*“)a = (Q%o, 
etc., hence (3.1.8) simplifies. 
3.2. The Omstein-ohlenbeck Operator on a Finite Codimensional Sub- 
manifold and its Projection on KY’ 
Let $ be a non-degenerated map from X to R” and let V, = Ic/* - l(c), a 
finite codimensional submanifold of X; $* means redefinition of $ (cf. [ 11). 
The Ornstein-tfhlenbeck operator gvt can be defined on V,. Then using 
the methods of Section 1, this operator can be mapped into an operator on 
IW via g: V, + IF4 J’. In the following, Z”( is defined and is shown to be sym- 
metric relative to the volume element [Det(V$iIV$j,] -Ii2 da$ on Vt; (See 
[ 1, Section VI]). Moreover, we have, relative to V, a decomposition of the 
operator A, defined (see (1.1.3)) by A,h = E,[Y(ho g) 1 g = 51. Diffusions 
on loops have been considered independently by S. Kusuoka and 
E. Getzler. See [l, Section IV] and [9]. 
580/85/Z-12 
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Let H, = {z E H; (V+,(x) 1 z),= 0, i= 1, . . . . n}. Denote by pHX the 
orthogonal projection from H to the subspace H,. Taking the redefinitions 
of functions (see [ 1 ] ), Dirichlet forms are defined on V, . For @: X + R, we 
have 
@@iy) = jvt (Vf(x) I P”.pwN @(xl 
da*(x) 
[Det(Vl(/iIVIC/i)]1’2’ (3*2*1) 
Using the coarea formula [l] and the method of [ 1, Section VI], it follows 
that 
-a”( (f,h) = s 
da*(x) 
Vt f(x) ‘[@ * pHxvhl [Det(VgiI Vgj)] l/2’ 
Using as in [l, p. 433 the identity 
S(@B) = @ SB - (V@ 1 B) 
one gets 
CD) = 
@%c f(mvP,W - (V 1% @I PHJWI 
V, 
da* 
(3.2.2) 
(3.2.3) 
In particular, if @ is a constant, 6p,V is the infinitesimal generator 
associated to ,&$,c. Let crii= (V$,IVll/i) and aii the inverse matrix; one has 
Cl, P. 431 
spPH,Vf=6Vf-Caik(vfIV*k)6VIC/i 
i, k 
+I (V(a’k(VflVIC/k))lV~i). 
k,i 
As 9’= -;SV, put 9’,,( = -$Sp,V and 
It follows from (3.2.4) that 
yf= yVtf+ iaikVzf(V$i 1 v@k) + 4(22 1 vf) 
= pvJ + $(trace,;VW + i(z2 1 Vf ), 
(3.2.4) 
(3.2.5) 
where 
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LEMMA 5. The operator 2’“( = -$dpH,V is symmetric relative to the 
volume element [Det(VgiIVgj)]-“2 dag on VC = g-‘(t). 
This results immediately from (3.2.1) and (3.2.3). 
LEMMA 6. Let g: X + RP, g E Wm(X), and h: lRp + R’, h differentiable; we 
have 
and 
+ 20ikWk IVg,) Ztiil$ k(x)) * 
(3.2.7) 
ProoJ: Using (3.2.2), it is easy to check (3.2.6) for 9,,Jh0 g) = 
-@P,V(ho g). Of course, if h: R” + R, we have TvC(h 0 tj) = 0. On the 
other hand, 
trace,$V2(h 0 g) = 1 aikV2(ho g)(Vgk, Vgi) 
i, k 
= ; ,$k 1 ?f!- 
r,j aLatj 
Orktvgj 1 vgi) 
‘. 
+ c Oik T  f tvOrk 1 vgi) 
i, k r 
=C arj &+c dk 1 dh(b,,Iv&) (3.2.8) 
r,i r I r,k I at, 
and 
(z,Ivf)= -c dk ~$(~li,~vgi)+#+r. (3.2.9) 
i,k r , 
Adding (3.2.6) and (3.2.7), one gets 
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(3.2.10) 
Compare with (1.1.8). 
If h: Rp + R, we find in the same way that 
Since 
+ Cv(OikPIc/k I‘gr) I v$ i) + 20”(vll/k I vg,) T$i] $ (g(X))* I 
(3.2.11) 
(3.2.12) 
i,k 
the identity (3.2.7) follows. 
Remark. If Vgj(x) E H, for j= 1, . . . . p, then all 
and from (3.2.5) we have dp(h o g) = LZ’~&~ o g). 
terms in (3.2.11) cancel, 
COROLLARY. Let $: X + [w” non-degenerated, and Vr=$*-‘(<); for 
g: X + [wp, g non-degenerated, we have a decomposition relative to VC of the 
operator A, defined on Iw p by A,h=E,[5?(hog)Ig=<], i.e., A,h= 
~,h+d,lh with d”,h=E,[Y~&hog)lg=<] and d”,lh=E,[Yv(ho g)- 
=%Jho g,,l g=r1. 
Both A, and d”,l are differential operators on [wp. 
ProoJ: Use (3.2.6), (3.2.7), and (1.1.2). 
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